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not about the pc game, it's about the pc
game cracking algorithm. the pc game is a
tinfoil hat scheme by itself: you can have a
precompiled binary as real malware. it's
better than having a library. but it's a tinfoil
hat scheme. now if you want a real crack,
you have to take the pc game out of the
tinfoil hat. you need to extract useful data
from the code, and that is what is being
done in the dis. does dis has to be in the
code form, yes of course. as you said, the
dis is binary data, we have to interact with
it to extract useful data, which is a
machine code. you dont trust dis, you said
it's not good enough? the dis is from a
freebie game, it's a freebie because the
game make the money on the cracked
version. if you have read their email, the
game owner clearly said if u use dis then
you've read every line of their code and
ended up that it's a tinfoil hat scheme in
my opinion about this topic, i think that the
owner of the game just need to speak with
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the dis coder that dis is a tinfoil hat
scheme. (or not totally true, i actually don't
know) since the dis is only a binary file
which don't have any true content, the dis
doesn't have the source code and can't
know the content of their own dis, but just
read it just like a tinfoil hat scheme. i seem
to see no difference between the super
sekret thing and the dropbox thingy, any
account i make i can still be totally root all
day and do anything. there is no difference
at all to anything i was doing before it was
protected and all the more so with the
dropbox and the super sekret thingy. its
just not worth doing on the simple
understanding that one day its not going to
be as reliable. even if it did, i wouldnt of
done it after so much careful work to
protect myself against it. how would i know
its got 8 characters randomly generated in
it instead of the 6 i typed in? all my
decryption keys for every application i use
are in my browser for instance and they
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would still work, no need for me to go and
type in the hex codes on a keyboard while i
dont know what the heck i am doing.
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the code can be compiled with clang++,
gnu cc, and microsoft vc++ on windows

and macos x. clang++ on linux is available,
but requires a bit of work to get this to

work. while the mono-devel-2.10.1 package
works on mono, the default.net build for

linux is mono-2.0 so it is not a reasonable
choice to me. both compiler tools are fairly

self-contained. mono-devel-2.10.1 has a
built-in gcovr utility that can be used to

dump coverage data from the source code
for the complete workspace. the coverage

data is useful for a variety of things. to
generate coverage data, use the

--coverage flag and run the program. the
coverage data is dumped to a file named
c.gcno and c.gcda. these can be used to
make a disassembly view as well as an

assembly view. for more information, see
the documentation for gcovr. the official go

coverage report tool for windows is
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go_coverage. see its documentation for
more information. the coverage data can

be sent to a dedicated server for post
processing and printing out. the server can
be setup on one machine and then the files
can be copied to another machine that can

be accessed by the browser. the dego
project's goal is to provide an easy to use,
standard development environment for the
go programming language. this includes an
interactive environment, a code editor, and

a debugger, all integrated within an ide,
and an integrated development

environment. it also includes a set of
standard library libraries, and a compiler
and debugger to translate go to machine
code. the dego project is a a joint effort of
the r&d department of novell and the dego

project, a research project based at the
university of kent. 5ec8ef588b
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